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SOME RESULTS ON THIN SETS IN A HALF PLANE
by H. L. JACKSON
Introduction.
Let C denote the complex plane, C the extended plane, and D the open right half plane. Following Brelot [3] , we define X c C to be internally thin at ZQ e C if it is thin there in the classical sense, [2] . If ^D == {z e C : Rez = 0} and {oo} == C -C then the Martin boundary of D can be identified with bD u {oo}. Let AD be the Martin boundary of D and 6 the Martin compactification of D. If H+ is the set of all non negative, classical hyperharmonic functions on D, X c D and 9 any non negative superharmonic function on D, we define the reduced function (reduite) [5] , p. 36, of 9 on X relative to H 4 " to be R^ = inf{A e H+ : h ^ y on X}, and ftt he superharmonic function which coincides q.e. with R^.
If ZQ e AD, and M^ is a minimal harmonic function on D whose pole is at ZQ then we define X c D to be minimally thin at ZQ e AD iff M^^R^. It is possible to formulate analogous definitions in higher dimensional Euclidean spaces and even in more general spaces, [3] , [4] . In 1948, M"^ J. Leiong [14] , p. 130, introduced a definition for a subset of an open half space in n-dimensional Euclidean space (n > 2) to be thin at a Martin boundary point of the 202 H. L. JACKSON half space. Nai'm [15] , has pointed out that the type of thinness which M 131 ® Leiong introduced for a half space is in fact the minimal thinness we have just defined. M"^ Leiong found necessary and sufficient conditions in order to ensure that a subset X of a half space must be minimally thin at the origin or at oo. In the case where n ^ 3 she showed that internal thinness always implies minimal thinness, and that if X is contained in a Stolz domain with vertex at the origin then internal thinness and minimal thinness are equivalent for any X so restricted. She then remarked that the two types of thinness are non comparable if n == 2 but gave no details, [14] , p. 132. In various publications ( [3] , [4] ), Brelot noted this remark and claimed that whereas M 131 ® Leiong did not prove her claim for n = 2, Choquet did prove here assertion in detail but did not publish the result. On the basis of this claim, Brelot ([3] , [4] , [6] ) assumed that there could not be any axiomatic implication between the two types of thinness, but was able to prove that a statistical (i.e. almost everywhere) type of implication does exist between them in a way which he makes precise ( [4] , p. 10, theoreme 5, and p. 14, theoreme 5').
The main purpose of this paper is to prove that internal thinness at the origin always implies minimal thinness there in the case where n == 2 thus correcting completely a published error of M me Leiong and an unpublished one of Choquet. Furthermore we shall show that unlike the case for n ^ 3, this implication continues to be strict when one is restricted to a Stolz domain with vertex at the origin. We shall also work out some of the relations between minimal thinness, finite logarithmic length, and minimal semithinness for sets restricted to a Stolz domain. Finally we shall apply our results on thin sets to a theorem of Ahlfors and Heins ( [I] , p. 341 theorem B) and M"^ Leiong ( [14] , p. 144, theoreme (lc)). In particular we shall point out that the P -L exceptional sets of Ahlfors and Heins are, in fact, minimally thin sets at oo with respect to the right half plane and then show that the « finite logarithmic length » character of their theorem B can be improved. We should expect that these results can contribute to an improvement of certain theorems of Essen [10] .
Some Required Definitions and Theorems.
Let B(r) = {ze C: |z| < r} where r > 0, and h the 1 extended real valued function A(z, w) == log ------on C X C. In order to ensure that h will be positive, we shall 
We mention here the fact, apparently not generally known, that the logarithmic cajpacity X is not a capacity in the sense of Choquet. / A \ If X c B ( -) so that the origin 0 is not an isolated point . . ^ . some further criteria, by now classical, each of which is both necessary and sufficient to ensure that a set X c B (-} must be internally thin at 0. Let s be any real number, temporarily fixed, such that 0 < 5 < 1. We define the nâ nnular domain to be ^ = B{s n ) -B(s n + l ), c(r) = c{X n B(r)), X^ == X n !" and c^ = c(XJ. Similarly we define X(r) = X(X n B(r)) and ^ == X(X n !").
It has been shown (see [2] , p. 325, and [16] , p. 104) that a / 1 \ Borel set X c B (-,-) is internally thin at 0 iff any one of (~o/ ^ ^ ("o/ lt ^ll 0^ directly that if X is relatively
/ 1 \ compact in D (-7.-) we shall define o(r) == <r(X n B(r)), \ 1 / and CT^ == <r(Xn). Let 3£ be a Stolz domain in D such that ze3t iff |Argz| ^ QQ < 7T/2. If we require X to be contained in D (-7-) n 3£, then X^ is relatively compact in D ( -TT ) \ 2 / ^ V 2 / for all n sufficiently large. M"* 6 Leiong has shown that X 00 thus restricted is minimally thin at the origin iff S ^re < 4" °°?
n=l [14] , p. 131. One can make use of her arguments to show that if X c D is not necessarily restricted to a Stolz domain, but X^ is relatively compact in D for every n then the condi-00 tion S ^n < + °° is still sufficient to ensure that X must
71=1
be minimally thin at 0. She also introduced a concept which she called semi-thinness and we will call minimal semithinness. A. set X, restricted to a Stolz domain, is semi-thin according to M*" 6 Leiong's definition iff lim (o^) == 0. The theory of n>oo minimal semi-thinness has been developed in more general spaces by Brelot and Doob [7] .
Some Results on Minimally Thin and Semithin Sets in a Half Plane.
We shall now prove our main theorems. or log -.----^ n + A where A = 1 4-log -----.
We note that A ^ 1 ~ log 2.
If we integrate over X^ with respect to v^ we obtain
and combining (i) and (iv) the inequality
Let "n ^ . , .^''1. \ and note that ^e ^-potential of 
ing we obtain the fundamental inequality : Proof. -We recall from § 2 that X is internally thin at 00 0 iff S ^n < + °°-It X is internally thin at 0 it follows n==l oo that lim (nc^) == 0 and S ^n < + °° so that X satisfies n»»oo n==l the conditions of theorem 1 and therefore is minimally thin at 0. In order to see that the implication is strict we construct fore c, = -and it follows that X satisfies the conditions n 2 for theorem 1 so that X is minimally thin at 0. Nevertheless 00 °° 1 . nc^ == S -diverges so that X fails to be internally n=:l n==l t hin at 0. This proves theorem 2.
We shall now prove a theorem that will allow us to extend the implication of theorem 2 to the half plane itself. Since X c V it is evident that X^ is relatively compact in D for every natural number n. We shall now follow a line of reasoning which constitutes a simple modification of that which was followed in theorem 1. By making use of the same notation as that employed in the above mentioned theorem, we obtain the following equality:
where we recall that v^ is the Green capacitary distribution on X^ and a^ = ^(X-n).
We now obtain the following inequalities : We shall now extend the implication in theorem 2 to the half plane itself. 
Proof. -Let X = E n V and X' == E n (D -V) so that

E=XuX\ The function M == Re [-) is a minimal
harmonic function on D with pole at 0 and the reduced function R^ == 1 on_V so that D -V is minimally thin at 0. Since X' c D -V it follows that X 7 is ^Iso minimally thin at 0. Now suppose that E is internally thin at 0. It follows that X is also internally thin at 0 and hence satisfies 00 the conditions for theorem 3 so that ^ ^n < + °o. We n=l noted at the end of § 2 that if each X^ is relatively compact 00 in D then the condition 5 c^ < + oo is a sufficient condition n==l for minimal thinness at 0, though not necessary unless X is restricted to a Stolz domain. Since every X^ is relatively compact in D it follows that X is minimally thin at 0, and since X 7 is always minimally thin at 0 therefore E = X u X 7 is minimally thin at 0. We shall now consider the property of finite logarithmic length.
Let Then ^m^ == -^ so that X' has finite logarithmic length,
Hence 2 c, diverges and since <;" < <r, it follows that X'
tl-I fails to be minimally thin at 0. This proves theorem 5.
Remark. -Since f{r) > r~P for all natural numbers p it follows Uiat if XcD^n3£ is minimally thin at 0, therefore ^ {m^) P < 4-oo.
n=l
We shall now find a necessary and sufficient condition for a set XcD y^n^ to be minimally semithin at the origin. Remark. -Since -< \n < ^n therefore lim (m^") == 0,
4: n^oo
or equivalently m^ == o(-n-) if X is semithin at the origin.
This sharpens a result of Brelot and Doob [7] , p. 406, corollaire. Proof of Corollary. -Suppose X is constructed so that Xn is connected for each n and mn =-. Then X., == mn so . 4 m?» n 4 that X^e" == -and hence lim (^n) =0 so that X is n ao n>°o semithin at 0 but S ^^n diverges so that X fails to be of finite logarithmic length. We point out that if X is structured so that each X^ is connected, and if S is of finite logarithmic length then X is semithin. We shall now see that in general however, finite logarithmic length does not imply semithinness. Let us construct X so that each X^ is a
Cantor set in --? -|-Then m^ = 0 for each n so that n+l ^nj X is of finite logarithmic length, but 3a > 0 such that n > a for all n sufficiently large, [16] , p. 106-108. Hence lim X^" ^ a and it follows that X cannot be semithin at n>oo the origin.
Remark. -The properties of internal thinness, minimal thinness, semithinness and finite logarithmic length are all 1 preserved under the inversion mapping f{z) = -so that all z implications which have been proved at the origin hold equally well at oo.
Applications.
In 1949, Ahlfors and Heins, [I] , published the following result which we will call theorem B. After proving this result, they remarked that they were uncertain as to whether or not the « finite logarithmic length » character of theorem B could be improved [I] , p. 345. One of the basic tools introduced by Ahlfors and Heins in order to obtain theorem B and other results was a concept, believed by them to be new, which they called a P-L exceptional set. A set X c D is defined to be P -L exceptional according to Ahlfors and Heins if it is open and there exists a Green potential U on D which dominates the function 9(2) == Rez everywhere on X. We shall now note the following lemma due to Brelot and published by Nairn, [15] If ZQ e AD we shall let ^ = {S c D : D -S is minimally thin at Zo} be the trace on D of the filter of neigh-bourhoods of ZQ in the space D u AD endowed with the fine topology of Nairn. For brevity we shall replace 3^ by 9 if ZQ = oo. We shall now mention a result of M" 6 Leiong's, ( [II] , p. 144, theoreme Ic) which has been generalized by Nairn ( [15] , theoreme 8'-17) and is applicable to the present discussion. Even though the result is valid in more general spaces we shall phrase it in terms of our two dimensional notation.
THEOREM B\ -If v is a positive superharmonic function
Leiong then observed that if v is a superharmonic function which can be decomposed into the form:
where w is a non-negative superharmonic function such that inf ^-^: jzeD^ ==0 and (B is any real number, then
She further remarked that a subharmonic function u satisfies the Phragmen-Lindelof conditions imposed by Ahlfors and Heins in theorem B iff (-u) == v is a superharmonic function which is subject to the above mentioned decomposition. When applied to subharmonic functions u of the type considered by Ahlfors and Heins, M"* 6 Leiong's result can be phrased as follows : Now suppose that z is restricted to the Stolz domain 3; = {z == re 16 : |6| ^ 60 < 7r/2}. Then it follows that U Q , U 1 U ,.
--a cos 6 ^ --a ^ -----a cos 6 r x cos 9o r If S?/3t is the trace of the filter 9 on 3i and F e ^/3t --a cos 6 r =0 iff lim Remark.
-(see [6] , p. 44). There exists E c D where E is minimally thin at oo such that the limit along 9 of a given function f on D is in fact the ordinary limit (i.e. limit in Martin topology) of f as z -> oo on D -E. •zeX-x projected set X 7 == ^(X) must also be minimally thin at oo with respect to D. From theorem 5 and our remark at the end of § 3, such a set must be of finite logarithmic length but not conversely. The lemma follows.
One may regard the condition of « finite logarithmic length » to be a kind of first approximation to minimal thinness. On the other hand the condition of « finite logarithmic length » does take on greater significance when theorem B is generalized to the half plane itself. This is demonstrated by theorems 2 and 5 in a paper by Hayman [12] .
Concluding Remarks.
It would appear to the author that the result contained in theorem 4 cannot fail to exert a fundamental influence on any future work that deals with a comparison of the internal fine topology and the minimal fine topology. One would
